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In the 1980s Tim Winton made his mark with tough, 
spare stories about youth and promise, of early 
parenthood and the challenges of loyalty. Twenty 
years later, he returned to the form with 'The 
Turning', 17 overlapping stories of second thoughts 
and mid-life regret set in the brooding small-town 
world of coastal Western Australia. Here are 
turnings of all kinds - changes of heart, nasty 
surprises, slow awakenings, sudden detours - 
where people struggle against the terrible weight of 
the past and challenge the lives they've made for 
themselves. Much acclaimed both here and 
overseas, this tough, tender and elegiac collection 
is the biggestselling collection of stories from 
Australia in modern times and has now been made 
into a major motion film.

Turning, The (Film Tie-In)
Winton, Tim

Picador Australia  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$24.999781742613581

June, 1968. America is in a state of turbulence, 
engulfed in civil unrest and uncertainty. Yet for 
Whitney Dane - spending the summer of her 22nd 
year on Martha's Vineyard - life could not be safer, 
nor the future more certain. Educated at Wheaton, 
soon to be married, and the youngest daughter of 
the patrician Dane family, Whitney has everything 
she has ever wanted, and is everything her all-
powerful and doting father, Charles Dane, wants her 
to be. But the Vineyard's still waters are disturbed 
by the appearance of Benjamin Blaine. An 
underprivileged, yet fiercely ambitious and 
charismatic young man, Blaine is a force of nature 
neither Whitney nor her family could have prepared 
for.

Loss of Innocence
North Patterson, Richard

Quercus  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$37.999781782064077

In early 2012 it was announced that Cormac 
McCarthy had written his first original screenplay - 
news which provoked huge excitement, a swift deal 
and the appointment of Ridley Scott to direct. It is 
the story of a lawyer, the Counselor, a man who is 
so seduced by the desire to get rich, to impress his 
fiancee Laura, that he becomes involved in a drug-
smuggling venture that quickly takes him way out of 
his depth. His contacts in this are the mysterious 
and probably corrupt Reiner and the seductive 
Malkina, so exotic her pets of choice are two 
cheetahs. As the action crosses the Mexican 
border, things become darker, more violent and 
more sexually disturbing than the Counselor has 
ever imagined. The film stars Michael Fassbender, 
Brad Pitt, Cameron Diaz, Penelope Cruz and Javier 
Bardem.

Counselor, The
McCarthy, Cormac

Picador  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$37.999781447229803

North Carolina, 1960. Newlywed Jane Forrester, 
fresh out of university, has sought what most other 
women have shunned: a career. But life as a social 
worker is far from what she expected. Out amongst 
the rural Tobacco fields of Grace County, Jane 
encounters a world of extreme poverty that is far 
removed from the middle-class life she has grown 
up with. 

But worse is still to come. Working with the Hart 
family and their fifteen-year-old daughter Ivy, it's not 
long before Jane uncovers a shocking secret, and is 
thrust into a moral dilemma that puts her career on 
the line, threatens to dissolve her marriage, and 
ultimately, determines the fate of Ivy and her family 
forever. Soon Jane is forced to take drastic action, 
and before long, there is no turning back.

Necessary Lies
Chamberlain, Diane

Macmillan  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$37.999781447231783

A group of strangers are trapped in a cabin in the 
Andes for over ten days. The avalanche that 
snowed them in killed two Americans. They are 
running out of food and have no way to contact the 
outside world to seek help. As each chapter - told in 
first person by five different characters - progresses 
we learn more and more about the people in the 
cabin. And every single one of them has a secret. 

'What the Ground Can't Hold' is a mesmerising 
debut about the ways the past closes in on the 
present, and shatters the foundations upon which 
we build our lives.

What the Ground Can't Hold
Cosgrove, Shady

Picador Australia  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$37.999781742612737

Fourteen-year-old Sarah Vale has gone missing in 
the small town of Banville. She's the daughter of the 
town whore so no one seems particularly 
concerned. No one cares except Tommy Johns, 
who loves Sarah Vale with all the unadulterated, 
tentative passion of a teenage boy. He galvanises 
the town's policeman Sergeant Henson and, 
together, they turn the town inside out, searching for 
the lost girl. A delicate and layered exploration of 
secrets and lies, forgotten children and absent 
parents, and the long shadows of the past.

Vale Girl, The
McDonald, Nelika

Macmillan Australia  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$37.999781742612423



When Dewey Andreas uncovers the identity of a 
mole embedded at a high level in Israel's Mossad, it 
triggers a larger, more dangerous plot. The mole 
was the most important asset of Chinese 
Intelligence, and Fao Bhang, head of China's 
Ministry of State Security (MSS), responds to the 
discovery and brutal elimination of the mole, by 
immediately placing a kill order on the man 
responsible - Dewey Andreas. 

Dewey is tracked to Argentina, where he is on 
vacation with his fiancée, Jessica Tanzer, a U.S. 
National Security Advisor. A top-level kill team is 
sent in quickly and quietly, but their attack fails to 
take out Dewey. The collateral damage, however, is 
both horrifying and deeply personal.

Eye for an Eye
Coes, Ben

Macmillan  •  TPB  •  Thriller & Suspense

$37.999781447247104

In kidnapping cases, the first few hours are vital. 
After that, the chances of being found alive go from 
slim to none. Alex Prévost is running out of time. 
And her abductor wants only one thing: to watch her 
die.

Police Commandant Camille Verhoeven has 
nothing to go on: no suspect, no leads, no hope. But 
as he begins to understand more about Alex, he 
starts to realise she is no ordinary victim.

Beautiful, tough, resourceful, always two steps 
ahead - the enigma that is Alex will keep you 
guessing till the bitter, bitter end. Before long, 
saving her life will be the least of Verhoeven's 
worries.

Alex
Lemaitre, Pierre

MacLehose Press  •  P/B (B)  •  Crime & Mystery

$24.999781782060796

The stakes are raised even higher in 'Hunting Eve' 
as Eve battles the man who is holding her prisoner. 
Secrets about why Eve has been targeted come into 
the light, bringing Eve even closer to danger. With 
its cliffhanger ending, 'Hunting Eve' sets up perfectly 
for the finale, 'Silencing Eve' which we will be 
publishing in November 2013.

Hunting Eve
Johansen, Iris

Macmillan Australia  •  TPB  •  Thriller & Suspense

$37.999781742613192

Lawyer Mike Ioannou is dead after a hit and run in 
Thailand. A home invasion threatens the life of 
medico Richard Dunlop. In Johannesburg, a car 
jacker nearly kills photo journalist Liesl Nel.

Australian war crimes prosecutor Carmel Shang 
realises that all three victims are linked by a 
photograph that was clutched in the hand of a dying 
man in Rwanda nearly twenty years ago. To get to 
the bottom of it Carmel will have to work with two 
people she has a dark past with. In a quest that 
takes them from South Africa to Zambia, Australia, 
and back to Rwanda, they find that yesterday's 
merchants of death are dealing in a new currency - 
illegal traditional medicine and the barbaric live 
trade in endangered African wildlife; businesses 
they're prepared to kill for to protect.

Dark Heart
Park, Tony

Pan Australia  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$24.999781742612256

On the bloody fields of the Western Front and the 
battle-scarred desert plains of the Middle East, Tom 
and Matthew Duffy are battling the enemy in the 
final year of the Great War. Even as they are 
trapped on the front lines, they must also find the 
courage to fight for the women they love when all 
hope is lost.

Back in Australia, George Macintosh is outraged by 
the stipulations of his father's will that provide for his 
despised nephew, and is determined to eliminate 
any threats to his power. And in a sacred cave in 
the far Outback, old Wallarie foresees a tide of 
unspeakable death sweeping through his homeland. 
As all nations come to terms with the devastating 
consequences of the Great War, a new world will be 
born. But not everyone will live to see it.

Beyond the Horizon
Watt, Peter

Pan Australia  •  P/B (B)  •  Historical Fiction

$24.999781742612263

When Olivia Berrington gets the call to tell her that 
her best friend from university has been killed in a 
car crash in New York, her life is turned upside 
down. Her relationship with Sally was an 
exhilarating roller coaster, until a shocking betrayal 
drove them apart. But if Sally really had turned her 
back, why is her little girl named after Olivia?

As questions mount about the fatal accident, Olivia 
is forced to go back and unravel their tangled 
history. But as Sally's secrets start to spill out, 
Olivia's left asking herself if the past is best kept 
buried.

Last Time I Saw You, The
Moran, Eleanor

Quercus  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$37.999781848662445

London, October 1968. Detective Sergeant Cathal 
Breen is the pariah of the Marylebone CID, having 
just run out on a fellow officer held at knifepoint, 
when it's shaken up by the arrival of WPC Helen 
Tozer: awkward chatterbox, farmgirl, and the first 
woman to enter the murder unit - apart from the 
secretary. When a young woman is found naked 
and strangled in well-to-do St John's Wood, her 
identity is a mystery. The neighbours offer nothing 
but xenophobic suspicions, witnesses are staying 
silent; only Tozer's savvy gives Breen a lead. 
Following it deep into the rural backwaters, Breen 
sees one dead body lead to another - a trail of 
bloodshed taking them dangerously close to a killer 
with everything to lose.

Song From Dead Lips, A
Shaw, William

Quercus  •  TPB  •  Crime & Mystery

$37.999781782064176

A sixteen-year-old boy is missing in a Tel Aviv 
suburb. His mother is worried. Inspector Avraham 
Avraham is not. It is unheard of for children to 
vanish in this city.

"He'll be home in an hour, maybe three hours, 
tomorrow morning at the latest. I can assure you."

But there's a first time for everything. And, as time 
begins to pass, and the boy is still nowhere to be 
found, Avraham finds himself facing this horrible 
truth.

'The Missing File' presents a seemingly average 
detective and a seemingly routine investigation, and 
then shows both to be far from what they seem.

Missing File, The
Mishani, D. A.

Quercus  •  TPB  •  Crime & Mystery

$37.999781780876498



Sigwulf, a Saxon prince who has found himself at 
the court of King Carolus in France, is summoned 
by the royal advisor. A rare white elephant has been 
sent as a gift from the Caliph of Baghdad - and 
Carolus is determined to send an embassy to the 
Caliph bearing presents of equal prize to encourage 
good political relations. Sigwulf and his companions 
Osric and Walo are sent on a deadly mission to 
search the wild northlands of Europe for the rarest 
of creatures for the Caliph.

Saxon: The Emperor's Elephant
Severin, Tim

Macmillan  •  TPB  •  Historical Fiction

$37.999780230764439

While tracking down the relic hunters who murdered 
her cousin, Dr Emily Weiss and her husband 
Michael realise they are also seeking a dangerous 
artefact. This ancient key lies hidden in the Egyptian 
desert and could wreak havoc in the wrong hands. 
Chicago's Magnificent Mile is about to go down in 
history. A dangerous sect is preparing for an 
explosive Independence Day parade. Yet their great 
aspirations can only be realized once they have 
obtained the key. And eliminated Emily and Michael.

Keystone, The
Dean, A. M.

Pan  •  TPB  •  Thriller & Suspense

$34.999781447250401

Annie Carter should have demanded to see their 
bodies lying on a slab in the morgue, but she really 
believed the Delaney twins were gone from her life 
for good. Now sinister things are happening around 
her and Annie Carter is led to one terrifying 
conclusion: her bitter enemies, the Delaney twins, 
didn't die all those years ago. They're back and they 
want her, and her family, dead. This isn't the first 
time someone has made an attempt on her life, yet 
she's determined to make it the last.

Ruthless
Keane, Jessie

Macmillan  •  TPB  •  Crime & Mystery

$34.999781447230977

Seven years ago Martin Chadwick set fire to a 
Manchester pub, not knowing a teenager was 
sleeping inside. Chadwick's release from prison is 
imminent, with journalists gearing up for a good old-
fashioned media lynching. With the victim's father 
telling the papers he is out for revenge, DS Jessica 
Daniel is left to keep an eye on Chadwick and his 
fiery eighteen-year-old son.

Playing With Fire: Jessica Daniel Book 5
Wilkinson, Kerry

Macmillan  •  TPB  •  Crime & Mystery

$37.999781447250388

Some fairytales are born of dreams... and some are 
born of nightmares. A murderer is on the loose, but 
the gruesome way in which the bodies are being 
posed has the police at a loss. Until, on a hunch, 
Alice Hyland, an expert in fairytales is called in. And 
it is Alice who finds the connection between the 
body of Chrissie Farrell and an obscure Italian 
version of 'Snow White'. Then, when a second body 
is found, Alice is dragged further into the 
investigation - until she herself becomes a suspect...

Path of Needles
Littlewood, Alison

Jo Fletcher Books  •  P/B (B)  •  Horror & Ghost Stories

$24.999781780871462

Rob Carrey arrives on the prestigious Fenton 
School's campus with a scholarship to row. 
Generations of austere Fenton men have led the 
four-man rowing team, known as the God Four, to 
countless victories - but none more important or 
renowned as the annual race in April against their 
rival boarding school. Now, fifteen years later, Rob 
is an accomplished documentary filmmaker. But 
when a phone call from one of the God Four 
compels him to attend the 15-year reunion at 
Fenton, no part of Rob's past remains sequestered 
for long.

Flat Water Tuesday
Irwin, Ron

St Martin's Press  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$29.999781250035981

1940s Hollywood. A new life. A new love. This title 
deals with a mother's love, a woman's ambition and 
a Hollywood romance in a time of war. 'Land of 
Dreams' is the stunning third novel in the Ellis Island 
trilogy. Ellie's idyllic and bohemian family lifestyle on 
Fire Island is shattered when her eldest son, Leo, 
runs away to Hollywood to seek his fame and 
fortune. Ellie is compelled to chase after him, 
uprooting her youngest son and long-time friend and 
confidante Bridie as she goes.

Land of Dreams
Kerrigan, Kate

Macmillan  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$37.999781447210795

It is summer 1990, only months after the border 
dividing Germany has dissolved. Maria, nearly 
seventeen, moves in with her boyfriend on his family 
farm. A chance encounter with enigmatic loner 
Henner, a neighbouring farmer, quickly develops 
into a passionate relationship. But Maria soon finds 
that Henner can be as brutal as he is tender - his 
love reveals itself through both animal violence and 
unexpected sensitivity.

Someday We'll Tell Each Other Everything
Krien, Daniela

MacLehose Press  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$34.999780857052513



When an Iranian billionaire asks Ben Webster to 
investigate his business affairs - it isn't long before 
the private spy is convinced that there is something 
very wrong with his quarry. What is Qazai's real 
motive for contacting Webster? And what - beneath 
his generous, honourable image - does he have to 
hide? Soon Webster will discover that the 
billionaire's secret is far bigger and more dangerous 
than he could have imagined, and that his new 
enemy will think nothing of destroying him, or his 
family...

Jackal's Share, The
Morgan Jones, Chris

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Thriller & Suspense

$24.999780330532556

It is springtime France's Périgord, a time of beauty 
and calm. But not for Bruno, chef de police of the 
small town of St Denis. A woman's body has been 
found on a boat, bearing signs of a black magic 
ritual. Bruno has too much on his plate as it is - 
mediating a domestic abuse case that needs careful 
handling and a dodgy local development proposal 
that seems just too good to be true. But a murder 
case must take precedent and the roots of this one 
lie buried deep in the past.

Devil's Cave, The
Walker, Martin

Quercus  •  P/B (B)  •  Crime & Mystery

$24.999781780870700

When they were young, Kim and his best friend, 
Garland Rain, travelled the globe. They worked as 
dive guides, living free and easy by the sea. 
Garland is still out there, but Kim's life is different 
now. He's married and a father of three children. 
Still longing for the freedom of the water, Kim 
agrees to help Garland run a one-time trip to the 
spectacular reefs of the southern Red Sea. What 
neither man expects is just how badly wrong this trip 
will go. Drugs and violence collide, and not 
everyone returns safely.

Sea on Fire, The
Cunnell, Howard

Picador  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$24.999781447202417

Archivist Luc Gabion has finally achieved his life's 
goal - of bringing down Winchell Antonov, head of 
the Black Lotus terrorist organisation, and the 
scourge of the Tian Di's stellar empire for countless 
years. But instead of feeling victorious, the 
encounter has left him scarred. Forcibly implanted 
with a technology far in advance of anything he's 
encountered before, Luc sees and hears things he 
knows he's not supposed to. Worse, the technology 
is killing him, slowly.

Thousand Emperors, The
Gibson, Gary

Tor UK  •  P/B (B)  •  Science Fiction

$24.999780330519724

Young Corban watches enviously as boys become 
warriors, learning the art of war. He yearns to wield 
his sword and spear to protect his king's realm. But 
that day will come all too soon. Only when he loses 
those he loves will he learn the true price of 
courage. The Banished Lands has a violent past 
where armies of men and giants clashed in battle, 
the earth running dark with their heartsblood. 
Although the giant-clans were broken in ages past, 
their ruined fortresses still scar the land.

Malice
Gwynne, John

Tor UK  •  P/B (B)  •  Science Fiction

$24.999780330545754

When a rotting torso is discovered in the vault of 
New Scotland Yard, it doesn't take Dr Thomas 
Bond, Police Surgeon, long to realise that there is a 
second killer at work in the city where, only a few 
days before, Jack the Ripper brutally murdered two 
women in one night. Though just as gruesome, this 
is the hand of a colder killer, one who lacks Jack's 
emotion. And, as more headless and limbless 
torsos find their way into the Thames, Dr Bond 
becomes obsessed with finding the killer.

Mayhem
Pinborough, Sarah

Jo Fletcher Books  •  TPB  •  Crime & Mystery

$37.999781780871264

James Keane, officer in the 27th Foot, card sharp, 
ladies' man and one of the finest but most rebellious 
soldiers in the British army, is under threat of court 
martial for disobeying Wellesley's strict rules. But 
his special, even ungentlemanly, skills have caught 
his general's eye, so he is selected to form a unique 
unit which will work behind enemy lines.

Keane's Company
Gale, Iain

Heron  •  TPB  •  Historical Fiction

$37.999781782060918

The dark is rising... Detective Inspector James Quill 
is about to complete the drugs bust of his career. 
Then his prize suspect Rob Toshack is murdered in 
custody. Furious, Quill pursues the investigation, co-
opting intelligence analyst Lisa Ross and 
undercover cops Costain and Sefton. But nothing 
about Toshack's murder is normal. Toshack had 
struck a bargain with a vindictive entity, whose 
occult powers kept Toshack one step ahead of the 
law - until his luck ran out.

London Falling
Cornell, Paul

Tor UK  •  P/B (B)  •  Science Fiction

$24.999780330528092



War spills into the Boreal Archipelago, as two rival 
cultures bring their eternal battle into this adjacent 
realm. Fresh from a military victory, Commander 
Brynd Lathraea plans to rebuild the city of Villiren, 
where he is confronted with a dilemma. There are 
friendly forces who have no other choice but to live 
alongside his own people, and their numbers will be 
required to fight in the looming conflict. The 
commander turns politician as he seeks to build 
bridges and embrace mysterious new technologies 
to further his ambitions.

Broken Isles, The
Newton, Mark Charan

Tor UK  •  P/B (B)  •  Fantasy

$24.999780330521680

Mozart's Vienna. A crucible for scientific 
experimentation and courtly intrigue, as Europe's 
finest minds vie for imperial favour. In a chaotic 
private hospital that echoes with the shrieks of 
hysterical patients, Franz Anton Mesmer is 
developing a series of controversial cure-alls for 
body and mind. When asked to help restore the 
sight of a blind musical prodigy sponsored by the 
Empress herself, he senses that fame, even 
immortality, is within his grasp. But what if the girl's 
blindness is the source of her fragile talent?

Mesmerized
Walser, Alissa

MacLehose Press  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$24.999780857051028

Lo enjoys a sheltered safe childhood, but when she 
is six years old a fire breaks out in a field by her 
home, and in the aftermath she makes a new friend. 
Lukas is thirteen and Lo's family are deeply 
suspicious of his motives for befriending such a 
young girl. The pair are forced to meet in secret. For 
her fifteenth birthday, Lukas takes Lo to the Tivoli 
pleasure gardens in Copenhagen. Senses dulled by 
dancing, drink and fairy lights, she falls early to 
sleep, and wakes to find their lives and friendship 
changed forever.

Breathless
Sward, Anne

MacLehose Press  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$24.999780857051059

'The Sea Witch': A rookie WW2 seaplane pilot is 
thrown in at the deep end on a mission to locate a 
missing colleague during the Battle of Guadalcanal.

'The 17th Day': Seventeen days is the average life 
expectancy of a British aviator during WW1. Today 
is Paul Hyde's seventeenth day. Will he live to see 
the next?

'Al-Jihad': 2001 - an ex-US Marine becomes caught 
up in a rogue plot to avenge the terrorists who killed 
his former commander.

Sea Witch, The
Coonts, Stephen

Quercus  •  P/B (B)  •  War & Combat Fiction

$24.999781782061045

A faceless corpse is discovered in a tranquil, hidden 
valley below the village of Swainshead. And when 
Chief Inspector Alan Banks arrives, he finds that no-
one is willing to talk. Banks' frustration only grows 
when the identity of the body is revealed. For it 
seems that his latest case may be connected with 
an unsolved murder in the same area five years 
ago. Among the silent suspects are the Collier 
brothers, the wealthiest and most powerful family in 
the area.

Hanging Valley, The
Robinson, Peter

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Crime & Mystery

$24.999781447225461

On a balmy June night, Kirsten, a young university 
student, strolls home through a silent moonlit park. 
Suddenly her tranquil mood is shattered as she is 
viciously attacked. When she awakes in hospital, 
she has no recollection of that brutal night. But then, 
slowly and painfully, details reveal themselves - 
dreams of two figures, one white and one black, 
hovering over her, wisps of a strange and haunting 
song; the unfamiliar texture of a rough and deadly 
hand...

Caedmon's Song
Robinson, Peter

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Crime & Mystery

$24.999781447225478

It should have been a cosy scene - log fire, 
sheepskin rug, Vivaldi on the stereo, Christmas 
lights and tree. But appearances can be deceptive. 
For Caroline Hartley, lying quietly on the couch, has 
been brutally murdered. Inspector Alan Banks is 
called to the grim scene. And he soon has more 
suspects than he ever imagined. As he delves into 
her past, he realizes that for Caroline, secrecy was 
a way of life, and her death is no different. His 
ensuing investigation is full of hidden passions and 
desperate violence...

Past Reason Hated
Robinson, Peter

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Crime & Mystery

$24.999781447225485


